Insulin provides a classical model of a globular protein, yet how the hormone changes conformation to engage its receptor has long been enigmatic. Interest has focused on the C-terminal Bchain segment, critical for protective self-assembly in β cells and receptor binding at target tissues. Insight may be obtained from truncated "microreceptors" that reconstitute the primary hormone-binding site (α-subunit domains L1 and αCT). We demonstrate that, on microreceptor binding, this segment undergoes concerted hinge-like rotation at its B20-B23 β-turn, coupling reorientation of Phe B24 to a 60°rotation of the B25-B28 β-strand away from the hormone core to lie antiparallel to the receptor's L1-β 2 sheet. Opening of this hinge enables conserved nonpolar side chains (Ile , and Phe
Insulin provides a classical model of a globular protein, yet how the hormone changes conformation to engage its receptor has long been enigmatic. Interest has focused on the C-terminal Bchain segment, critical for protective self-assembly in β cells and receptor binding at target tissues. Insight may be obtained from truncated "microreceptors" that reconstitute the primary hormone-binding site (α-subunit domains L1 and αCT). We demonstrate that, on microreceptor binding, this segment undergoes concerted hinge-like rotation at its B20-B23 β-turn, coupling reorientation of Phe B24 to a 60°rotation of the B25-B28 β-strand away from the hormone core to lie antiparallel to the receptor's L1-β 2 sheet. Opening of this hinge enables conserved nonpolar side chains (Ile ) to engage the receptor. Restraining the hinge by nonstandard mutagenesis preserves native folding but blocks receptor binding, whereas its engineered opening maintains activity at the price of protein instability and nonnative aggregation. Our findings rationalize properties of clinical mutations in the insulin family and provide a previously unidentified foundation for designing therapeutic analogs. We envisage that a switch between free and receptorbound conformations of insulin evolved as a solution to conflicting structural determinants of biosynthesis and function.
diabetes mellitus | signal transduction | receptor tyrosine kinase | metabolism | protein structure H ow insulin engages the insulin receptor has inspired speculation ever since the structure of the free hormone was determined by Hodgkin and colleagues in 1969 (1, 2) . Over the ensuing decades, anomalies encountered in studies of analogs have suggested that the hormone undergoes a conformational change on receptor binding: in particular, that the C-terminal β-strand of the B chain (residues B24-B30) releases from the helical core to expose otherwise-buried nonpolar surfaces (the detachment model) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Interest in the B-chain β-strand was further motivated by the discovery of clinical mutations within it associated with diabetes mellitus (DM) (7) . Analysis of residuespecific photo-cross-linking provided evidence that both the detached strand and underlying nonpolar surfaces engage the receptor (8) .
The relevant structural biology is as follows. The insulin receptor is a disulfide-linked (αβ) 2 receptor tyrosine kinase (Fig.  1A) , the extracellular α-subunits together binding a single insulin molecule with high affinity (9) . Involvement of the two α-subunits is asymmetric: the primary insulin-binding site (site 1*) comprises the central β-sheet (L1-β 2 ) of the first leucine-rich repeat domain (L1) of one α-subunit and the partially helical Cterminal segment (αCT) of the other α-subunit (Fig. 1A) (10) . Such binding initiates conformational changes leading to transphosphorylation of the β-subunits' intracellular tyrosine kinase (TK) domains. Structures of wild-type (WT) insulin (or analogs) bound to extracellular receptor fragments were recently described at maximum resolution of 3.9 Å (11), revealing that hormone binding is primarily mediated by αCT (receptor residues 704-719); direct interactions between insulin and L1 were sparse and restricted to certain B-chain residues. On insulin binding, αCT was repositioned on the L1-β 2 surface, and its helix was C-terminally extended to include residues 711-714. None of these structures defined the positions of C-terminal B-chain residues beyond B21. Support for the detachment model was nonetheless provided by entry of αCT into a volume that would otherwise be occupied by B-chain residues B25-B30 (i.e., in classical insulin structures; Fig. 1B ) (11) .
Significance
Insulin provides a model for analysis of protein structure and evolution. Here we describe in detail a conformational switch that enables otherwise hidden nonpolar surfaces in the hormone to engage its receptor. Whereas the classical closed conformation of insulin enables its stable storage in pancreatic β cells, its active conformation is open and susceptible to nonnative aggregation. Our findings illuminate biophysical constraints underlying the evolution of an essential signaling system and provide a structural foundation for design of therapeutic insulin analogs.
We describe here the structure and interactions of the detached B-chain C-terminal segment of insulin on its binding to a "microreceptor" (μIR), an L1-CR domain-minimized version of the α-subunit (designated IR310.T) plus exogenous αCT peptide 704-719 (11) . Our analysis defines a hinge in the B chain whose opening is coupled to repositioning of αCT between nonpolar surfaces of L1 and the insulin A chain. To understand the role of this hinge in holoreceptor binding and signaling, we designed three insulin analogs containing structural constraints (Table 1) 
B25 -insulin, and ΔPhe B24 -insulin, where ΔPhe is (α,β)-dehydrophenylalanine ( Fig. 2) (12) . The latter represents, to our knowledge, the first use of ΔPhe-a rigid "β-breaker" with extended electronic conjugation between its side chain and main chain (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 )-as a probe of induced fit in macromolecular recognition. In addition, a fourth analog, active but with anomalous flexibility in the B chain (5, 6) (Table 1) , was used to investigate the relationship between the hinge and insulin's susceptibility to misfolding.
Despite the limitations of domain minimization, our structure of the μIR complex illuminates the properties of DM-associated mutations in insulin and rationalizes a wealth of prior biochemical data. Of broader importance, our findings demonstrate that hidden within insulin sequences lie multiple layers of structural information, encoding a complex conformational life cycle from biosynthesis to function. As such, they provide a structural foundation for design of therapeutic analogs.
Results
Insulin Binding to μIR vs. Holoreceptor. To distinguish whether the apparent disorder of insulin segment B22-B30 in the extant μIR crystal structure (11) was a consequence of receptor truncation or a technical limitation of prior crystals, we tested whether Phe B24 , Phe B25 , and Tyr B26 contribute to μIR binding in a fashion equivalent to holoreceptor binding (2, 4) . Each residue was singly substituted by alanine (Ala), and assembly of the μIR Fig. 1 . Insulin B-chain C-terminal β-strand in the μIR complex. (A) Structure of apo-receptor ectodomain. One monomer is in tube representation (labeled), the second is in surface representation. L1, first leucine-rich repeat domain; CR, cysteine-rich domain; L2, second leucine-rich repeat domain; FnIII-1, -2 and -3; first, second and third fibronectin type III domains, respectively; αCT, α-subunit C-terminal segment; coral disk, plasma membrane. (B) Insulin bound to μIR; the view direction with respect to L1 in the apo-ectodomain is indicated by the arrow in A. Only B-chain residues indicated in black were originally resolved (11) . The brown tube indicates classical location of residues B20-B30 in free insulin, occluded in the complex by αCT. (C ) Orthogonal views of unmodeled 2F obs -F calc difference electron density (SI Appendix), indicating association of map segments with the αCT C-terminal extension (transparent magenta), insulin B-chain C-terminal segment (transparent gray), and Asn A21 (transparent yellow). Difference density is sharpened (B sharp = −160 Å 2 ). (D-F ) Refined models of respective segments insulin B20-B27, αCT 714-719, and insulin A17-A21 within postrefinement 2F obs -F calc difference electron density (B sharp = −160 Å 2 ). D is in stereo. complex was monitored as a function of the added concentration of insulin or analog. Relative stabilities of the variant μIR complexes correlated with analog affinities for the holoreceptor (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 A and B) . Consistency was also obtained in assays of insulin variants containing single Ala substitutions at classical receptor contact sites resolved in the original μIR structure (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 C and D and Table S1 ) (2, (13) (14) (15) . Together, these data imply that residues B24-B26 make similar contributions to the binding of insulin to the μIR and holoreceptor.
Transverse Relaxation-Optimized NMR Spectroscopy. Given the critical role of the B24-B26 segment in insulin binding to the holoreceptor, the above findings suggested that this segment is ordered in the μIR complex. We investigated this via transverse relaxation-optimized NMR spectroscopy (TROSY) (16 Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ) and from a complex comprising unlabeled IR310.T, unlabeled KP-insulin, and labeled αCT (complex 2; used to distinguish αCT cross-peaks in complex 1). Chemical shifts were assessed in relation to spectra of the isolated labeled components.
Each of the labeled sites in insulin (except flexible chain terminus Ala B30 ) and in αCT underwent significant changes in 1 H and/or 13 C chemical shifts on μIR assembly (SI Appendix, Table  S2 ). In general, labeled αCT sites exhibited complexation shifts away from random-coil values (i.e., enhanced secondary shifts) in accordance with stabilization of the α-helical secondary structure on assembly. Although aliphatic 1 H-13 C heteronuclear singlequantum coherence (HSQC) signals from the labeled KP-pinsulin were attenuated in complex 1 (due to resonance broadening; SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ), the aromatic cross-peaks of Phe B24 and Tyr B26 remained sharp and exhibited large changes in chemical shift (Fig. 3) . Depending on the site, secondary shifts were enhanced or attenuated, suggesting local differences in magnetic environments between free and bound hormone. These findings imply that, on μIR binding, Phe B24 and Tyr B26 adopt nonrandom conformations.
Crystallographic Resolution of the Bound B22-B27 Segment. The above motivated further crystallographic analysis. We collected diffraction data from >40 crystals of the prior insulin μIR complex (11); although these data were mostly of lower resolution than originally described, combination of the best three datasets enabled technical improvement on merging of intensities to 3.5-Å resolution as assessed by <I/σ(I)> and CC 1/2 criteria (18). Refinement against the combined diffraction dataset yielded interpretable density segments adjacent to insulin B21 and to αCT Val715, respectively (Fig. 1C) . The first of these segments was successfully modeled and crystallographically refined (R work /R free = 0.264/0.284) as B22-B27 docked largely within a crevice between the C-terminal region of αCT and the L1 surface. The second of these refined segments encompassed αCT residues 716-719. Full details regarding X-ray data processing and crystallographic refinement are provided in the SI Appendix, with statistics in SI Appendix, Table S3 .
Corresponding to well-defined electron density (Fig. 1D) via a type 1 β-turn with positive ϕ angles at Gly B20 and Gly B23 -similar to those of WT insulin (2) . The B20-B23 β-turn has minimal interaction with the μIR. The side chain of Phe B25 (in less well-defined density than that of Phe B24 ; Fig. 1D ) projects away from L1-β 2 to insert between αCT residues Val715 and Pro718 (Fig. 4C) ; contacts are also made to the αCT main chain at 715-718. The Phe B25 main chain adjoins the side chain of Arg14, but no contacts occur between the aromatic ring and either L1 or other insulin side chains. The side chain of Tyr B26 lies within a shallow depression defined by L1 side chains Asp12 and Arg14; B26 side-chain density is less well defined than either Phe B24 or Phe B25 (Fig. 1D ). Although the B26 side chain contacts only L1, its main chain abuts both Arg14 and Val715. The orientation of Thr B27 is unclear (Fig. 1D) , with little apparent μIR interaction (Fig. 4B ). Electron density extending C-terminal to αCT residue 715 was readily modeled (Fig. 1E ). Residues ; the latter was found here to project away from the axis of the A-chain C-terminal helix (Fig. 4C ).
716-719 are directed away from L1 in an irregular conformation ( Fig. 4 A-C) ; the helical portion of αCT terminates at Phe714. Bulges in density correspond to Pro716 and Pro718 (Fig. 1E) , whereas the Arg717 side chain appears disordered. Although detailed conformations are uncertain, it is clear that the displaced B24-B26 segment inserts between the first strand of the L1-β 2 sheet and αCT residues 715-718 (Fig. 4C) ; contacts with Phe B25 (above) stabilize residues 716-719. Detachment of the B-chain C-terminal strand from the hormone core can be factored into two rotations that result in its repositioning between αCT and L1. The first is rotation of the B20-B27 segment by ∼10°about B20, and the second is a further rotation of B24-B27 by ∼50°about B24 (Fig. 4D) . Although the first rotation effects maximal displacement at Phe B24 , the latter side chain undergoes a compensating rotameric change (Fig.  4B ), preserving contacts with the B-chain helix. The second rotation positions B25-B27 antiparallel to the first strand of L1-β 2 and nearly perpendicular to the B-chain α-helix (Fig. 4 A and B) . This series of conformational changes couples detachment of the insulin B-chain C-terminal strand with insertion of the αCT helix (residues 705-714) into the volume occupied by residues B25-B30 in the free hormone (11) . Such detachment motivated design of the following insulin analogs to enable interpretation in the context of the holoreceptor. in the B20-B23 β-turn (19, 20) . This chiral "lock" enhanced thermodynamic stability (ΔΔG u = 1.0 ± 0.2 kcal/mol; SI Appendix, Fig. S4A and Table S4 ). Whereas in WT insulin crystal structures the β-turn exhibits unusually high thermal B-factors with incomplete side-chain electron density (2), the crystal structure of receptor-free analog 1 (determined at 1.40-Å resolution; SI Appendix and SI Appendix, Table S5 ) exhibits a well-ordered β-turn with the D-methyl groups projecting into solvent (Fig. 5) ; the overall structure closely resembles free insulin (SI Appendix, Fig. S5A ). Molecular modeling suggests that the D-methyl groups can readily be accommodated within the μIR complex (SI Appendix, Fig. S5A ).
To probe dynamics, we used 1 H-NMR, using (here and below) a monomeric insulin template ‡ to circumvent self-association of the WT hormone (21 (Table 1) .
Overhauser enhancements (NOEs) than were observed in the parent template (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 C and D) , indicating that conformational fluctuations within the B-chain supersecondary structure are damped by the chiral modifications. These NOEs are in accordance with the analog's crystal structure (Fig. 5) . The activity of analog 1 as an engineered monomer, evaluated by receptor-binding affinity in vitro and glycemic potency in a rat model of DM (22) , was at least as high as that of WT insulin (SI Appendix, Figs. S4B and 7) . Together, these data suggest that the B20-B23 β-turn, as visualized in the refined μIR complex, is maintained as a distinct structural element on holoreceptor binding and activation. . We next probed the importance of the B-chain hinge at B24-B25 via analog 2, which contains a rigid kink at B25 introduced by ΔPhe (Z isomer; Fig. 2B ). Preserving side-chain size and aromaticity, ΔPhe contains trigonal C α /C β configurations, leading to extended conjugation of π electrons (from aromatic ring to formal double bonds C α =C β and C=O) (23) . Such delocalization enforces near planarity, associated in turn with a break in β-strand-associated main-chain dihedral angles (23) . Introduction of ΔPhe at position B25 is well tolerated in the free hormone as monitored by circular dichroism (CD; SI Appendix, Fig. S8A) ; thermodynamic stability was indistinguishable from that of its monomeric parent (SI Appendix, Fig. S8B and Table S4 ). 1 H-NMR spectra of engineered insulin monomers containing ΔPhe B25 are similar to those of the native templates ( Fig. 6 A and  C) . The solution structure of analog 2 ( Fig. 6B and D) , determined by heteronuclear multidimensional NMR (24) (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 A-D; restraints and statistical parameters are given in SI Appendix, Table S6 ), closely resembles WT insulin. Native-like positioning of the B24-B25-B26 aromatic rings is maintained relative to the α-helical domain with a single family of main-chain dihedral angles at B25 (Fig. 6D) Fig. S4B ), μIR assembly (SI Appendix, Fig. S4C ), downstream signaling in cell culture (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 A-C), and biological activity in vivo (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 F and G) . These impairments were more severe than ordinarily encountered among insulin analogs (2) . Such marked inactivity suggests that a planar B25 constraint limits the main-chain flexibility required for detachment of the B24-B27 segment and subsequent engagement with the receptor. Indeed, modeling predicts steric Fig. 7 and SI Appendix, Fig. S5B ). Resolution of these clashes presumably requires conformational distortion of either αCT or the variant B chain.
Analog 3: β-Breaker at Phe B24 . Analog 3, containing a ΔPhe-induced kink at position B24, retained high holoreceptor affinity (SI Appendix, Fig. S10A ) and TK activation (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 B and C) with substantial potency in vivo (SI Appendix, Fig. S10 D  and E) . Its CD spectrum by contrast exhibited attenuated α-helix content (SI Appendix, Fig. S8A ), and stability was markedly reduced (SI Appendix, Fig. S8B ): ΔΔG u = −0.8 ± 0.2 kcal/mol at 25°C with respect to the monomeric template (baseline ΔG u = −3.0 ± 0.1 kcal/mol; SI Appendix, Table S4 ). Further, 1 H-NMR spectra of analog 3 were broadened with reduced chemical shift dispersion (Fig. 6E and SI Appendix, Fig. S8F ). Broadening worsened over hours at 25°C, suggesting progressive aggregation despite the analog's intended monomeric design (17) . Similar trends were observed under a variety of conditions (temperature, buffer composition, and pH). Although these features precluded detailed NMR analysis, modeling suggested that the analog populates an ensemble of partial folds encompassing the μIR-bound state of insulin (Fig. 6F) . Indeed, under a variety of structural assumptions (SI Appendix), the near-planar residue at B24 is found to direct the C-terminal B-chain segment away from the helical core of the hormone, rationalizing its productive engagement with the insulin receptor (SI Appendix, Fig. S5C) .
Together, the contrasting properties of analogs 2 and 3 elucidate key structural requirements of the B-chain hinge, with immobilization (via ΔPhe B25 ) preserving native structure and assembly at the price of receptor binding and forced opening (via ΔPhe B24 ) preserving activity at the price of protein instability and nonnative aggregation. ]-KP-insulin exhibited lag times of 15 and 18 d (n = 2), presumably due to its greater dynamic and thermodynamic stability. Analogs 2 and 3 also exhibited longer lag times, § but interpretation of these findings is confounded by potential effects of the planar ΔPhe conformation on cross-β-assembly (28, 29) .
To test the relationship between C-terminal B-chain detachment (as seen in WT insulin at elevated temperatures that promote insulin fibrillation) (30) and misfolding, we prepared an analog in which Phe B24 was substituted by glycine. Analog 4 (Gly B24 -KP-insulin) thus lacks a nonpolar side chain to anchor the B24-B28 segment to the α-helical hormone core. Consistent with past studies (4, 5, 31) , this analog retains native potency (SI Appendix, Fig. S11A ), despite its decreased thermodynamic stability (ΔΔG u = −0.7 ± 0.2 kcal/mol at 25°C relative to KP-insulin) and despite its seeming lack of a conserved receptor contact (Discussion).
1 H-NMR studies (at neutral pH) demonstrated marked flexibility of the B20-B30 segment without precise packing of Phe B25 or Tyr B26 against the central B-chain α-helix (SI Appendix, Fig. S11 B-D and Table S7 ). The fibrillation lag time of analog 4 is foreshortened (1.0, 1.6, and 1.6 d; n = 3). We envisage that the analog's anomalous activity and susceptibility to fibrillation have a common origin: enhanced detachability of the B-chain hinge. Such a shared mechanism is consistent with the accelerated fibrillation of analogs containing C-terminal truncated B chains (25) and the forestalled fibrillation of single-chain insulins (SCIs) whose topology favors the closed hinge conformation (32).
Discussion
The classical structure of insulin, determined as a zinc-coordinated hexamer, is remarkable for an aromatic-rich dimerization element. This interface contains six invariant residues (Phe B24 -Phe B25 -Tyr B26 and their dimer-related partners) within an antiparallel β-sheet. The present study defines how the elements of this sheet reorganize to engage conserved receptor surfaces.
Concordance with Prior Biochemical Data. The salient feature of the B24-B27 segment in the μIR complex is its alternating pattern of side-chain contacts with L1 and αCT: Phe B24 and Tyr B26 are primarily directed toward L1, Phe B25 , and Thr B27 toward αCT. Such alternation was foreshadowed by photo-cross-linking studies of the insulin-holoreceptor complex (8) , supporting the relevance of the μIR model. Conservation of both Phe B24 and its cognate binding pocket among vertebrate sequences is striking. Ala scanning mutagenesis of the pocket-lining residues Asn15, Leu37, Phe39, and Phe714 impairs high-affinity hormone binding to the holoreceptor (33) or ectodomain (34) .
The B25-related surface is partly accessible to solvent. Lined by Pro716 and Pro718 in IR-A (Pro716 and Lys718 in IR-B) and multiple main-chain atoms, this open surface presumably contributes to the rigid requirement for an aromatic side chain at B25 (2, 4, 35) . In the holoreceptor, substitution of Val715 by Ala eliminates detectable hormone binding (33) . It is unclear, however, why substitution of Phe B25 by Ala, deleterious in full-length insulin (13) , is by contrast well tolerated in truncated analog des-pentapeptide[B26-B30]-insulin-amide (see below) (35) . It is possible that native Phe B25 -receptor interactions contribute to -KP-insulin (i.e., protective noncanonical α-helical aggregates), the more marked delay characteristic of monomeric ΔPhe B25 -KP-insulin is likely to reflect the dynamic and thermodynamic stabilization of its closed conformation (Fig. 6D) . Negative-stain transmission electron microscopic studies demonstrated fibrillar structures in all end point samples except those formed by ΔPhe B24 -KPinsulin, which appeared amorphous. ) impairs hormone binding by only 6-fold (33) . We suggest that the conservation of Tyr B26 (2) arises not from its role in receptor binding but instead from its contribution to proinsulin folding (38) and insulin self-assembly (2, 39) . Indeed, in the free hormone, Tyr B26 inserts within a conserved nonpolar interchain crevice (2); on μIR binding, this crevice is occupied by key αCT side chains His710 and Phe714 (11) .
The present structure rationalizes the reduced affinity of clinical variant Leu B25 -insulin Chicago (7) and essential inactivity of Leu A3 -insulin Wakayama (7, 40) . Receptor engagement at these sites reflects mutual induced fit. Leu A3 , predicted to clash with αCT, exhibits a residual receptor-binding affinity (0.1% relative to WT insulin) similar to that of ΔPhe B25 . The μIR structure further accounts for effects of C-terminal truncation or modification of the B chain ¶ (41) . Truncation at B25 (with Cterminal amide), B26, or B27 yields analogs with complete activity, in accordance with our observations that, beyond Phe B24 , successive C-terminal residues exhibit progressively more limited (B25-B27) or absent (B28-B30) interactions with the μIR. Modification of the latter residues can modulate pharmacokinetic properties without loss of activity as exploited in clinical formulations (41) .
Analog 4 exploits the intrinsic flexibility of glycine. Its high activity (like that of related analogs) (4, 5, 31, 42) poses a seeming paradox: how can the hormone-receptor interface tolerate the absence of an invariant side chain-especially an aromatic ring anchored within a canonical binding pocket? This question is made more pointed by the enhanced receptor-binding affinity conferred by D-Ala B24 and other D substitutions at B24 (6, 42, 43) . On the one hand, destabilization of the B20-B30 segment (Gly B24 ) or its predetachment (D-Ala B24 ) might mitigate the cost of induced fit and so enhance binding affinity. Such enhancement might be reinforced by an entropic advantage gained by desolvation of nonpolar surfaces-anomalously exposed due to the B24 substitutions-releasing interfacial water molecules into bulk solvent. On the other hand, the entropic cost of immobilizing a flexible B-chain segment on receptor binding would weaken affinity. Further, were such analogs to bind in the same mode as WT insulin, the variant complex would incur a cavity penalty due to an unoccupied B24-related pocket (44) . It is possible that these effects cancel each other, rationalizing native activities despite complex perturbations to underlying thermodynamic drivers as a striking example of entropy-enthalpy compensation (EEC).
An alternative and simpler explanation posits a one-residue shift in register between the C-terminal B-chain β-strand and site 1 surface (45) . This model envisages that Phe B25 occupies the erstwhile B24-binding pocket (and likewise Tyr B26 occupies the B25 pocket), leaving a noncanonical five-residue loop between this FY motif and the B-chain α-helix. This model is consistent with the structural compatibility of a register-shifted Thr B27 with the exposed B26-related depression in the μIR and lack of interactions by residues B28-B30. Although in their free states Gly B24 -DKP-insulin and D-Ala B24 -DKP-insulin (6) lack 1 H-NMR features of a register shift (at least not as a stable structural element), we imagine that such a reorganized interface may be more favorable than a binding mode that leaves the B24-related pocket empty. The register-shifted and EEC models may be distinguished through crystallographic studies of variant μIR complexes.
Induced Fit and Biological Signaling. The function of the B-chain hinge in cellular signaling was probed through comparative studies of ΔPhe analogs. Remarkably, although ΔPhe B24 -KP-insulin (analog 3) is unstable and prone to aggregation, native receptorbinding affinity was maintained. Further, analog 3 was able to direct reduction of blood glucose concentration in vivo. Modeling, based on qualitative CD and NMR features, suggests that the ΔPhe B24 analog populates an ensemble of partial folds consistent with displacement of the B20-B27 segment in the μIR complex. Unlike ΔPhe B24 -KP-insulin, the free ΔPhe B25 analog exhibited unperturbed stability with the B26-B30 segment directed toward the hormone's helical core as in WT insulin. The contrasting conformations of the B-chain C-terminal segments in the ΔPhe analogs are shown in Fig. 8 in relation to the free structure of insulin and its μIR-bound conformation. ΔPhe B25 -DKP-insulin thus recapitulates classical structural relationships (1, 2) . Strikingly, however, this analog has essentially no biological activity, mirroring Leu A3 -insulin (31, 46) and inactive SCIs (3). Loss of activity presumably reflects steric clash between the B25-B30 segment and αCT. Thus, the μIR model-despite its . The latter nonpolar side chains are exposed in C and D and so poised to engage αCT on receptor binding. ¶ Nonstandard analogs directing B26 (and, where present, residues beyond) away from the insulin core exhibit high affinity presumably due to general predisplacement of B26-B30 rather than specific mimicry of the receptor-bound state as originally envisioned (69) .
intrinsic limitations as a small fragment of the holoreceptor complex-may rationalize the contrasting properties of the constrained analogs and broadly inform classical structure-activity relationships as discussed above.
Insulin-Like Growth Factor System. Concordant with their sequence homology, insulin and the two insulin-like growth factors (IGF-I and IGF-II) are each capable of binding to both the insulin receptor (isoforms A and B) and IGF-1R (47) . In structures of free IGFs (48, 49) , the corresponding B22-B26 segment has an almost identical disposition (with respect to the α-helical core) to that in insulin; the L1 structure and αCT sequence are also conserved between the insulin receptor and IGF-1R (11). We thus expect that IGF B domains undergo a similar hinge-like detachment on binding to site 1 of IGF-1R. We note in particular that (i) the B20-B23 β-turn (sequence GERG in insulin) is conserved among IGFs both in sequence (GDRG) and structure (48, 49)-suggesting that the homologous turn is also maintained as IGFs engage IGF-1R; and (ii) the aromatic triplet in insulin (Phe B24 -Phe B25 -Tyr B26 ) is conserved in IGFs (as Phe-Tyr-Phe) as are its cognate binding residues in IGF-1R (SI Appendix, Fig. S12  A and B) .
Determinants of Foldability. A monogenic form of DM is due to dominant mutations in the insulin gene leading to misfolding of proinsulin (50, 51) . Age of onset reflects the severity of the folding defect and extent of interference with WT insulin biosynthesis (38) . Of particular interest is Gly B23 →Val (50), predicted (as an L-amino acid) to destabilize a positive ϕ dihedral angle at B23 (20) . We suggest that Val B23 impairs disulfide pairing in the variant proinsulin by perturbing the orientation of Phe B24 and adjoining C-terminal B-domain segment. This model is supported by observations that this segment facilitates classical insulin chain combination (37) and that Phe B24 stabilizes nascent structure in peptide models of proinsulin folding intermediates (38) .
Substitution of Phe B24 by serine (insulin Los Angeles) leads to variable onset of DM in early adulthood (46) . In both the free and μIR-bound hormone, the side chain of Phe B24 abuts cystine B19-A20. Although secretion of Ser B24 -insulin was observed in a patient (46) , Ser B24 was found in a β-cell line to perturb disulfide pairing (52) . Ser B24 -associated DM may thus have dual origins-impaired receptor binding by the mutant insulin (46) and β-cell dysfunction resulting from chronic endoplasmic reticular (ER) stress (52) . The extent of impaired binding (14-fold) is less marked than that of insulins Chicago or Wakayama: Phe B25 →Leu (50-fold) or Val A3 →Leu (1000-fold) (31, 46) . Because Ser B24 introduces segmental B-chain destabilization similar to that of Gly B24 (53) , its partial activity may be rationalized by the above register-shifted or EEC models.
Fibrillation. Chiral stabilization of the B20-B23 β-turn (analog 1) delays insulin fibrillation, whereas its destabilization (analog 4) promotes fibrillation. These findings may be rationalized in relation to a general scheme of insulin fibrillation (Fig. 9 ) based on conformational distortion of a susceptible monomer (27) . Whereas the native hormone is protected within storage hexamers (Fig. 9 , Left), nonnative aggregates can form amyloidogenic nuclei leading to cross-β-assembly in protofilaments and fibrils (Fig. 9, Right) . We envisage hinge opening both enables receptor binding and underlies the susceptibility of the monomeric hormone to fibrillation. Like populated partial folds in amyloidogenic proteins in general (28, 29) , conformational distortion of insulin represents a breakdown of the cooperativity of protein folding.
Lack of correlation between fibrillation lag times of insulin analogs and native state stability (22, 27) reflects a key aspect of fibrillation: the unfolded-state ensemble is off-pathway (Fig. 9,  Top) . Whereas measurements of stability ordinarily probe freeenergy differences (ΔG u ) relative to this ensemble, susceptibility to fibrillation may be influenced by the relative stabilities of partial folds, intervening kinetic barriers, and mechanisms of secondary nucleation (29) . That hinge opening enhances susceptibility to fibrillation is in accordance with the stereospecific effects of L-and D-Ala substitutions at B24: although these diastereomers exhibit similar thermodynamic stabilities, the lag time of the (active) D-Ala B24 analog (with unstructured B20-B30 segment) is threefold shorter than that of the (inactive) LAla B24 analog, whose hinge is partially closed (6) . It would be of future interest to dissect which individual kinetic steps in the mechanism of insulin fibrillation (54, 55) are influenced by substitutions at position B24 in relation to the dynamics of hinge opening. Such analogs provide a model of segmental disorder, a general feature of mutant proteins associated with diverse diseases of toxic protein misfolding and amyloid deposition (29) .
Aggregation-coupled misfolding may have evolutionary consequences. In the caviomorph rodent Octodon degus, for example, endogenous fibrillation of a divergent insulin can lead to selective islet amyloidosis associated with β-cell loss and DM (56, 57) . The degu B chain contains multiple anomalous substitutions predicted to impair dimerization (Tyr B26 →Arg, Thr B27 →Pro, and Pro B28 →His) and the zinc-stabilized hexamer assembly (His B10 →Asn). The marked susceptibility of such rodents to β-cell dysfunction when fed a diet high in carbohydrates (especially free sugars, which are almost absent in its natural plant-based diet) may reflect both extracellular-and intracellular proteotoxicity, respectively, due to amyloidogenesis and impaired folding of the divergent proinsulin-the latter leading to ER stress as in human neonatal DM (52) . The anomalous molecular features of degu insulin may thus honor in the breach our suggestion that the closed conformation of insulin and its stable self-assembly in secretory vesicles (2, 39) evolved to protect the β cell from proteotoxicity. Concluding Remarks. The present study illustrates the power of nonstandard structural constraints (as exemplified by chiral β-turn stabilization and by main-chain planarity enforced through extended π conjugation) to interrogate a functional hinge in a globular protein. Our results have extended the repertoire of insulin structures through multicrystal refinement (18) of the conformation of the hormone bound to the L1 and αCT domains of the receptor α-subunit (11) . In this μIR complex, the C-terminal β-turn (residues B20-B23) and β-strand (B24-B27) rotate away from the α-helical core of insulin to enable its conserved aromatic motif (Phe B24 -Phe B25 -Tyr B26 ) to dock between L1 and αCT. The B chain thus contains a hinge whose closed setting functions in β-cell biosynthesis-from the nascent folding of proinsulin (38) to zinc-mediated selfassembly (2, 39)-and whose open setting mediates biological activity.
The μIR model provides a simplified view of the structural complexity of the intact insulin receptor. Indeed, asymmetric binding of insulin to site 1, as visualized here, defines only the first step of what is likely to be a complex choreography of conformational change leading to activation of the receptor tyrosine kinase domain and its multiple signaling outputs. Clues regarding such subsequent steps have been provided by analysis of mutations at the edge of the present site 1-binding surface (58) or at sites in contact with site 2 of the holoreceptor (9) . These analogs distinguish between the thermodynamics of receptor binding and determinants of biological signaling. The μIR surface in contact with the conserved aromatic side chains at insulin positions B24-B26 is intimately connected to putative signaling surfaces of αCT and insulin. In particular, the deep and distinctive B24-binding pocket may provide an attractive target for engineering insulin analogs with enhanced potency or selective activities as biased agonists. Such molecular engineering defines a key emerging frontier of pharmacology.
Materials and Methods
Detailed materials and methods are available in SI Appendix.
Preparation of Insulin Analogs. [ 13 C, 15 N]-labeled peptides were prepared by solid-phase peptide synthesis, purified by HPLC, and assessed by MS. Unlabeled B23-B30 octapeptides containing Ala, Gly, or ΔPhe substitutions were likewise prepared; ΔPhe-containing octapeptides were also synthesized as described (12) . Labeled or variant insulins were prepared by semisynthesis (42) . Analog 1 was prepared by chain combination (15) . Biosynthetic isotopic labeling of the α-helical domain of analogs 2 and 3 (residues B1-B22 and A1-A21) was accomplished in Pichia pastoris (14) .
μIR Stability and Holoreceptor Binding. Relative stabilities of variant μIR complexes were assessed in a competitive binding assay using polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation (59); holoreceptor binding affinities were obtained as previously described (60) .
TK Activation Assays. Relative activities of insulin analogs were evaluated in an in vitro assay of hormone-stimulated receptor autophosphorylation (33) .
Biological Studies. Insulin-stimulated receptor autophosphorylation and protein kinase B phosphorylation were assessed in an IGF-1R-deficient mouse embryo fibroblast cell line expressing the human insulin receptor (isoform B) (61) . Potency of insulin analogs was tested in male Sprague-Dawley rats rendered diabetic by streptozotocin (22) . Statistical significance was assessed using a Student t test.
Fibrillation Assays. Fibrils were induced at 37°C by gentle agitation of a solution of insulin analog at 60 μM in PBS (pH 7.4) and monitored by thioflavin T fluorescence and transmission electron microscopy (EM) (22) .
Crystallographic Analysis of the μIR Complex. Crystal growth and data collection protocols were as previously described (11) . Six datasets displayed diffraction to higher than 4.0-Å resolution-two successfully comerged to 3.5 Å with that originally reported. The original structure [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 3W11 (11)] was then refined against the merged set. Inspection of the 2F obs -F calc difference electron density map revealed two polypeptide-like segments: one running approximately parallel to the first strand of L1-β 2 and the other extending onward from IR 715 (the last modeled residue of the αCT); these segments could be successfully mapped to insulin B22-B27 and αCT 716-719, respectively. These additional residues were then included in the model, and the entire model further refined at 3.5-Å resolution. Data processing and refinement statistics are in SI Appendix, Table S3 .
Crystallographic Analysis of Analog 1. Zinc-free crystals of analog 1 were obtained during attempts to cocrystallize with the μIR, Fab 83-7, and αCT peptide; conditions were subsequently refined to 0.7 M trisodium citrate and 0.1 M imidazole-HCl (pH 8.0). Diffraction data were collected at beamline MX2 (Australian Synchrotron). The structure was refined (following molecular replacement) to a resolution of 1.40 Å; data processing and refinement statistics are in SI Appendix, Table S5 . Circular Dichroism and Stabilities. CD spectra acquisition, assays of guanidine denaturation, and thermodynamic modeling were undertaken as previously described (22) .
NMR Spectroscopy and Structure Calculations. Spectra were acquired at 600, 700, and 800 MHz; [ 1 H, 13 C]-TROSY spectra were acquired at 900 MHz (16). Data were processed using NMRPipe (62) . Structures of analogs 1 and 4 were determined as previously described (6, 15) ; interpretation of long-range NOEs was aided by use of multiple mixing times and model-based backcalculation of predicted NOESY spectra and aromatic ring-current shifts. Heteronuclear studies of analog 2 were performed as previously described (22) . In brief, assignments were based on 3D HNCACB, CBCA(CO)NH, C(CO) NH, H(CCO)NH, and HCCH-TOCSY spectra and extended by analyses of 3D 13 C-and 15 N-separated NOESY-HSQC spectra. Distance restraints in the labeled domain were derived from 4D-NOESY spectra. The solution structure of analog 2 was calculated using X-PLOR-NIH. Models of analog 3 were similarly calculated based on structural assumptions.
Molecular Modeling of μIR Complexes. Modeling was performed using MODELLER (63) with μIR fragments from PDB ID code 3W11 (11) and native insulin from PDB ID code 2G4M (64) . Molecular dynamics calculations were performed with GROMACS (v4.5.5) (65) using the OPLS-aa force field (66, 67) . Partial atomic charges for ΔPhe were obtained from the electrostatic potential calculated with GAUSSIAN-09 (68) .
